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Course Overview

This course expands your foundational knowledge about the concepts, principles, and applications of behavior analysis. The topics you will explore
include data-based decision making, behavioral problem identification, appropriate assessment tool selection, and proper communication of assessment
results and interventions. In addition, we discuss function-based interventions and the application of combined methods of behavior change, with a
review of covert and overt behaviors involved in these interventions. The course also considers educational behavior-change systems, applied behavior
analysis across professions, and the consultation and supervision aspects of this field.

Instructional Activities 
Throughout all of your applied behavioral analysis courses, you will engage in activities that provide instruction through various modalities. In this course,
you will cover the following content areas from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.): measurement; experimental design; identification of the problem
and assessment; fundamental elements of behavior change and specific behavior change procedures; intervention and behavior change considerations;
behavior change systems; and implementation, management, and supervision.

To see the task-list items addressed in each of the ABA courses, click Behavior Analyst Tasks.

To pass this course, you must complete 100% of the asynchronous instructional activities (quizzes, terminology exercises, and other
multimedia activities).

Instructor Contact Sessions
Each week there will be a two-hour mandatory instructor contact session (ICS). Instructor lectures and course discussions focus on the learning
objectives and BACB task list elements covered in that unit.

Each ICS takes place on a regularly scheduled date and time to be announced in advance by your instructor. Note: The dates and times of the instructor
contact sessions are subject to change. These changes will be communicated to you by the instructor in the courseroom.

You must attend seven out of 10 of these sessions synchronously (live) to pass the course. If you are going to miss a session you must notify your
instructor in advance. You are strongly encouraged to view a recording of the session you missed.are strongly encouraged to view a recording of the
session you missed.

These interactive sessions are conducted via Zoom. Please visit the Using Zoom page on Campus for more information. Once logged in to Zoom, you
are expected to participate in the ICS by:

• Viewing any visual aids and listening to session audio.
• Providing input to discussions by speaking through your computer's microphone, a headset, your phone, or by typing in the Zoom chat area.
• Responding to active student responding (ASR) questions posed by your instructor through poll boxes, and participating in breakout groups when

required.

You instructor will use a PowerPoint presentation to guide the instructor contact session each week. To get the maximum benefit from these sessions,
you should complete the unit studies beforehand and note any questions you have for your instructor regarding the covered content or upcoming
assignments.

You may choose to attend an ICS using an app on your phone or tablet; if you use this option, you must ensure you can participate fully in the session,
including completing active student responses and actively participating in discussions and discussion groups. Please note that breakout group
discussions may include downloading articles and navigating documents from the Zoom room.

Multimedia Activities
In addition to the ICS activities, you will engage with various multimedia pieces that will provide instruction on unit objectives. These will include
vocabulary assessments, quizzes, and other interactive media. You are expected to complete each of these tasks, repeating them as necessary until you
achieve mastery.

In each of these multimedia activities, refer to the ABA Media Best Practices guide linked here and in the activity Resources. Follow the practices in this
guide to have the best possible experience and to make sure you get credit for each activity.

Unit Discussions
You are required to post responses to every discussion question. Additionally, you are expected to read the initial discussion posts of your peers and
respond to at least one. To maximize your participation and score, participate at least two days in each discussion. Your responses must be substantive
and should reference the assigned readings or other professional literature, as applicable, to support your views. Craft your responses to
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encourage active, focused, and engaging discussion. This will give you ample opportunity to gain a better understanding of the subject matter and
assignments presented in each of the 10 units in this course.

Optional Learning Activities
Behavior Development Solutions (BDS) offers the CBA Learning Module Series, a software package developed to help those who are preparing to take
the Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA) or Board Certified Assistant Behavior Analyst (BCaBA) certification exam.

This software provides 190 modules with a total of 3200 questions related to the Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB) 4th Edition Task List. The
questions are multiple choice, and feedback is provided for each incorrect option in the questions. Each module has two formats:

1. The acquisition module allows participants 60 minutes to complete all of the questions in the module. You practice answering the questions in this
module until you achieve a score of 100%.

2. The fluency module allows participants 2 to 8 minutes to complete all of the questions in the module, depending on the number of questions. You
practice the fluency module until you achieve a score of 100%.

Studies have shown that the pass rate for completing the BCBA or BCaBA exam is over 97% for those who have successfully completed the CBA
Learning Module Series within 6 months of taking the exam. Because this program has helped so many participants pass the certification exam, we
strongly encourage you to purchase this software to use as you progress through this program at Capella.

In each ABA course, an optional unit study has been developed that identifies for you the CBA Learning Modules that are aligned with the unit study
content. This will deepen your understanding of the content you will be studying while helping you prepare for the certification exam.

To learn more about the CBA Learning Module Series v8 and/or to purchase a license, go to https://www.behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com/cba-
learning-module-series-v8.

Course Competencies

To successfully complete this course, you will be expected to:

Course Prerequisites

Prerequisite(s): PSY7701, PSY7702, PSY7703, PSY7704, completion of or concurrent registration in PSY7705.

Apply measurement, data display, and data-based decisions to effectively change human behavior.1

Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.2

Apply comprehensive skills required for consultation, implementation, management, and supervision.3

Communicate in a manner that is scholarly and consistent with expectations for professionals in the field of psychology.4



Syllabus  Course Materials

Required

The materials listed below are required to complete the learning activities in this course.

Integrated Materials

Many of your required books are available via the VitalSource Bookshelf link in the courseroom, located in your Course Tools. Registered learners in a
Resource Kit program can access these materials using the courseroom link on the Friday before the course start date. Some materials are available
only in hard-copy format or by using an access code. For these materials, you will receive an email with further instructions for access. Visit the Course
Materials page on Campus for more information.

Book



Cooper, J. O., Heron, T. E., & Heward, W. L. (2007). Applied behavior analysis (2nd ed.). Upper Saddle River, NJ: Merrill/Prentice Hall ISBN:
9780131421134.

Library

The following required readings are provided in the Capella University Library or linked directly in this course. To find specific readings by journal or book
title, use Journal and Book Locator. Refer to the Journal and Book Locator library guide to learn how to use this tool.

• Baer, D. M., Wolf, M. M., & Risley, T. R. (1987). Some still-current dimensions of applied behavior analysis. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis,
20(4), 313–327.

• Bailey, J., & Burch, M. (2016). Ethics for behavior analysts (3rd ed.). New York, NY: Routledge.
• Fritz, J. N., Iwata, B. A., Rolider, N. U., Camp, E. M., & Neidert, P. L. (2012). Analysis of self-recording in self-management interventions for

stereotypy. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 45(1), 55–68.
• Jerome, J., Frantino, E. P., & Sturmey, P. (2007). The effects of errorless learning and backward chaining on the acquisition of internet skills in

adults with developmental disabilities. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 40(1), 185–189.
• Kurti, A. N., & Dallery, J. (2013). Internet-based contingency management increases walking in sedentary adults. Journal of Applied Behavior
Analysis, 46(3), 568–581.

• Lipschultz, J. L., & Wilder, D. A. (2017). Behavioral assessment and treatment of noncompliance: A review of the literature. Education & Treatment
of Children, 40(2), 263–297.

• Lipschultz, J., & Wilder, D. A. (2017). Recent research on the high‐probability instructional sequence: A brief review [PDF]. Journal of Applied
Behavior Analysis, 50(2), 424–428.

• Speelman, R. C., Whiting, S. W., & Dixon, M. R. (2015). Using behavioral skills training and video rehearsal to teach blackjack skills. Journal of
Applied Behavior Analysis, 48(3), 632–642.

• Wilder, D. A., Majdalany, L., Sturkie, L., & Smeltz, L. (2015). Further evaluation of the high-probability instructional sequence with and without
programmed reinforcement. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 48(3), 511–522.

External Resource

Please note that URLs change frequently. While the URLs were current when this course was designed, some may no longer be valid. If you cannot
access a specific link, contact your instructor for an alternative URL. Permissions for the following links have been either granted or deemed appropriate
for educational use at the time of course publication.

• U.S. Department of Education. (n.d.). Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA). Retrieved from
https://ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html

• U.S. Department of Health & Human Services. (n.d.). Summary of the HIPAA privacy rule. Retrieved from https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/for-
professionals/privacy/laws-regulations/index.html

Suggested

The following materials are recommended to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course. These materials are not required to
complete the course, but they are aligned to course activities and assessments and are highly recommended for your use.

Optional

The following optional materials are offered to provide you with a better understanding of the topics in this course. These materials are not required to
complete the course.

External Resource

Please note that URLs change frequently. While the URLs were current when this course was designed, some may no longer be valid. If you cannot
access a specific link, contact your instructor for an alternative URL. Permissions for the following links have been either granted or deemed appropriate
for educational use at the time of course publication.

• Behavior Development Solutions. (n.d.). CBA Learning Module Series v8. Retrieved from https://www.behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com/cba-
learning-module-series-v8

Projects
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Unit 1  Applying Measurement, Data Display, and Data-Based Decisions

Project Overview

In this project, you will select and analyze a case study scenario to expand your foundational knowledge about the concepts, principles, and applications
of behavior analysis, to include data-based decision making, intervention selection, behavior change methods and systems, and supervision issues. Your
project will be divided into five components. To help you understand how to meet the grading criteria, you will know which course competencies are being
assessed in each component. The five assignments that make up your Assessment, Intervention Support, and Related Systems project are as follows:

1. Unit 2: Target Behavior and Outcome Criteria Definition. You will choose a real-life case example to study from your current workplace or a case
study found through your research or from the course resources. The behavior you identify for change must have social significance to the subject or
subjects and be relevant to the quality of their daily lives. Once the behavior has been identified, it must be defined in observable, clear, objective,
and measurable terms. In addition to defining the target behavior, you must identify and explain the outcome criteria needed for changing the
behavior. The criteria must be tied to the social significance of the behavior and established before intervention efforts can begin.

2. Unit 4: Measurement, Data Display, and Data-Based Decisions. You will communicate the behavioral data available in your case study through
graphic displays. If your chosen case study or real-life scenario includes more than one behavior of interest or concern, you must prioritize them for
intervention.

3. Unit 6: Literature Review. For the third project component, you will review at least 10 peer-reviewed journal articles on the use of key ABA
concepts, principles, and methods that show how your chosen target behavior and outcome criteria are based in the literature. Your literature review
should describe the theoretical foundations for key ABA concepts, principles, and methods relevant to your case study. Why are they a good fit for
the behavioral challenge and outcome criteria selected? Seminal authors are allowed, but you should also cite more recent work. You should be able
to explain why these theories are relevant to your project and how your project will contribute to these theories.

4. Unit 8: Intervention Support Plan. You will create your intervention plan for the behavior change needed in your case study.
5. Unit 9: Quick Reference Guide for Caregivers. The final component is the culmination of your course project. The objective of this assignment is

to summarize the material you have developed in layman’s terms so a caregiver or significant other could easily understand and use the material.

Introduction

In this unit, you will learn what the functions of measurement in applied behavior analysis entail. The use of graphic displays of behavioral data for client
treatment will be studied. The appropriate measurement procedure for working with a client's target behavior is addressed through observation and the
recording of data. The measurement of behavior through computer-assisted measurement will also be covered. Finally, issues of variability, level, and
trends from the graphics developed on client behavioral data will be identified.

Instructional Activities
In Unit 1 you will complete 4.7 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• A-02: Measure rate.
• A-03: Measure duration.
• A-04: Measure latency.
• A-05: Measure IRT.
• A-06: Measure percent of occurrence.
• A-07: Measure trials to criterion.
• H-01: Select a measurement system to obtain representative data given the dimension of the behavior and logistics of observing and recording.
• I-01: Define behavior in observable and measurable terms.



u01s1 - Studies

u01v1 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 1

u01s2 - Assignment Preparation

• I-02: Define environmental variables in observable and measurable terms.
• I-03: Design and implement individualized behavioral assessment procedures.
• I-04: Design and implement the full range of functional assessment procedures.
• I-05: Organize, analyze, and interpret observed data.

Learning Activities

Readings
• Read the Learner Expectations page for important information about your success in this course.
• Read the Professional Communications and Writing Guide.

◦ You are expected to adhere to these guidelines when writing a discussion post, peer response, or paper, as well as when using citations and
references.

Use your Applied Behavior Analysis to read the following:

• Chapter 4, "Measuring Behavior," pages 72–101.
• Chapter 6, "Constructing and Interpreting Graphic Displays of Behavioral Data," pages 126–157.

u01s1 - Learning Components

• Select a measurement system to obtain representative data given the dimension of the behavior and logistics of observing and recording.
• Organize, analyze, and interpret observed data.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 1 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u01v1 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

Your first two assignments for the course project are due in Unit 2 and Unit 4. To get started, identify a real-life case example to study from your current
workplace, your research, or course resources. Please make sure you choose a case study that will allow you to fully explore all the course
competencies as you progress through your project components.

Read the assignment descriptions for all assignments and the course project to understand the expectations for each component. If you have questions,
contact your instructor as soon as possible.

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 1



u01s3 - ePortfolio

u01a1 - Instructor Contact Session

u01s2 - Learning Components

• Identify the target behavior in a case study.
• Define the target behavior identified in the case study.

Your Online ePortfolio
Online ePortfolios serve two key purposes: 1) to support learning and reflection, and 2) to be used as a showcase tool. Your learning journey can be
documented, and ePortfolios contribute to lifelong learning and growth through reflection and sharing. Online ePortfolios can also be shared with
employers and peers to present artifacts that demonstrate your accomplishments at Capella.

Using ePortfolio to Build Your Career
As you are preparing to tell your story in the professional world, leverage your ePortfolio artifacts to demonstrate the knowledge and competencies you
have gained through your program in professional conversations, performance reviews, and interviews.

To do that, reflect on the knowledge and skills you have gained from your courses and the elements you have put in your portfolio, along with how you
have already applied these things to your professional life or how you might apply them in the future.

Next, create your story or talking points to tell your professional story.

Saving Your Documents to ePortfolio
You will need a place to store your documents in an organized fashion so that you can access them at a later date. Do not rely on the courseroom to store
your assignments for you as you will eventually lose access to the courseroom after you have completed the course. Capella uses a cloud-based
portfolio platform to facilitate your organization of the artifacts you create throughout your program.

To make an online portfolio useful, it is essential that it is organized clearly and that important files of any format are accessible. Read the Online
ePortfolio Guidelines [PDF] to ensure you set up your online portfolio correctly. For more information on ePortfolio visit the Campus ePortfolio page.

Privacy Statement
Capella complies with privacy laws designed to protect the privacy of personal information. While you may voluntarily share your own information
publicly, you are obligated to protect the personal information of others that may be associated with your academic or professional development. Before
sharing information and material in any ePortfolio that is set up to be shared externally to your program at Capella, please consider privacy obligations in
relation to protected populations who may be included or referenced in your academic or clinical work. Refer to the Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act (FERPA) and/or the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) if you have specific questions or concerns about your
choices.

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.



u01d1 - Importance of Measuring Behavior

u01q1 - Quiz 1

u01s4 - Optional CBA Learning Modules

In this unit, you have learned about the functions of measurement in applied behavior analysis. For this discussion, post a substantive response to the
following:

• Describe three scenarios in which measurement is crucial in identifying the effectiveness of a program, product, skill set, system, or similar.
• Explain why measurement is crucial and describe what would happen if effectiveness was not measured.

Your response should include properly cited, relevant references from the literature.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your peers and respond to at least one. Provide feedback regarding their positions and whether they appear to be supported by the
cited literature. Whether you agree or disagree with their positions, please be sure that your feedback is respectful and professional.

Course Resources

u01d1 - Learning Components

• Describe the functions of measurement in applied behavior analysis.

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competencies:

• Apply measurement, data display, and data-based decisions to effectively change human behavior.
• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.

Please carefully read the following instructions before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.
• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed

without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may retake this quiz twice. If you have any incorrect answers, you will be able to study related content before the next quiz attempt. The

average of your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• A01-A03 Frequency, Rate, Duration
• A04-A07 Latency, Interresponse Time, Percent of Occurrence, Trials to Criterion

Psychology Attributes and Evaluation of Discussion Contributions

APA Style and Format

Capella University Library

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) Research Guide



Unit 2  Identifying Problems and Their Assessments

u02s1 - Studies

u02v1 - Identify Appropriate Target Behavior

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction

Understanding the role of client assessments is a major part of applied behavior analysis. Each case must develop intervention outcomes that can be
described in observable, measurable terms. While complying with the ethical and professional standards of applied behavior analysis, one must
understand the four major methods for obtaining assessment information. In addition, realizing the importance of social validity and significance with
selecting target behavior is critical.

Instructional Activities
In this unit you will complete 5.2 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• G-03: Conduct a preliminary assessment of the client in order to identify the referral problem.
• I-02: Define environmental variables in observable and measurable terms.
• I-03: Design and implement individualized behavioral assessment procedures.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to read the following:

• Chapter 3, "Selecting and Defining Target Behaviors," pages 48–71.

Use the Capella University Library to read the following:

• Lipschultz, J. L., & Wilder, D. A. (2017). Behavioral assessment and treatment of noncompliance: A review of the literature. Education & Treatment
of Children, 40(2), 263–297.

u02s1 - Learning Components

• Define behavior in observable and measurable terms.

Click the linked Identify Appropriate Target Behavior title above to launch the media. In this activity, you willpractice identifying and prioritizing target
behaviors, explaining the social significance, and providing an operational definition.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources



u02v2 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 2

u02a1 - Target Behavior and Outcome Criteria Definition

u02v1 - Learning Components

• Define behavior in observable and measurable terms.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 2 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u02v2 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

This assignment is the first component of your Assessment, Intervention Support, and Related Systems project. Identify a real-life case example to study
from your current workplace, your research, or the course resources. Please make sure you choose a case study that will allow you to fully explore all the
course competencies as you progress through your project components. Refer to the syllabus for a full list of the course competencies.

For this assignment, you will be assessed on your understanding of the following course competencies:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.
• Communicate in a manner that is scholarly and consistent with expectations for professionals in the field of psychology.

After selecting your case study, you will:

1. Identify the target behavior in your case study.
2. Define the target behavior in your case study. Your definition must be objective, clear, and discriminative so your instructor can understand what is

and is not an example of the target behavior. Well-written target behavior definitions are necessary to accurately and reliably measure behavior and
to aggregate, compare, and interpret data. Well-written definitions are also necessary to guide ongoing program decisions, apply interventions
consistently and accurately, and provide accountability.

3. Explain the social significance of the target behavior.
4. Define the outcome criteria for changing the behavior in the case study. Outcome criteria should reflect the goal for completion of the intervention.

The outcome criteria should be specified before any intervention efforts begin.

How to Organize Your Paper
Use the following subheadings in your paper and format your subheadings in APA style.

1. Case Study Description.
2. Target Behavior Definition.
3. Social Significance
4. Outcome Criteria Definition.
5. References.

Identify Appropriate Target Behavior

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 2



u02a2 - Instructor Contact Session

u02d1 - Defining Target Behaviors

Additional Requirements
• Written communication: Should be free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: References and citations are formatted according to current APA style guidelines.
• Resources: At least 3–5 scholarly resources.
• Length: 5–6 double-spaced pages, excluding title page and list of references.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• SafeAssign: You are required to use SafeAssign before submitting the completed assignment to your instructor. Submit your work to SafeAssign
as a draft, review the results, and make any needed changes. When you are ready, submit your assignment to the assignment area for grading.

Review the Target Behavior and Outcome Criteria Definition Scoring Guide to ensure you understand the grading criteria for this assignment.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

In this unit, you have learned different ways of defining behavior in observable and measurable terms. For this discussion, post a substantive response to
the following:

• Compare and contrast function-based versus topography-based definitions of behavior.
• Provide an example of how you would use a function-based definition in the field.
• Provide an example of use of a topography-based definition in the field.
• Explain in your own words how these two definitions differ.

Support your response with properly cited scholarly references.

Response Guidelines
Review the posts of other learners and respond to at least one. Discuss the similarities and differences in their definitions and examples of function-
based and topography-based behavior to your own. Support your observations with applicable literature.

Course Resources

APA Style and Format

SafeAssign

Psychology Attributes and Evaluation of Discussion Contributions

Capella University Library



u02q1 - Quiz 2

u02s2 - Optional CBA Learning Modules

Unit 3  Describing Assessment Results and Interventions

u02d1 - Learning Components

• Compare function-based versus topography-based definitions of behavior.
• Describe the purposes of function-based and topography-based definitions in the field.

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor to assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competency:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.

Please carefully read the following instructions before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.
• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed

without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next quiz attempt. The

average of your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• G01 Review Records & Available Data at the Outset of the Case
• H01-H02 Measurement Systems, Representative Data, Logistics, Schedule of Observation & Recording

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction

Applied behavior analysis is the study of human behavior and how that behavior interacts with the person's environment. It is important to analyze
behavior through assessment and interventions to see how it changes. Throughout the process, scientific investigations are used to understand the
description, prediction, and control of the targeted behavior. Research and variability of behavior is studied so that behavior can be experimentally
manipulated. A baseline of the behavior is determined and independent variables and their effects on treatment are evaluated so as to change treatment
options if needed.

APA Style and Format

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) Research Guide



u03s1 - Studies

u03v1 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 3

u03a1 - Instructor Contact Session

Unit 3 applies the seven dimensions of applied behavior analysis; through this exploration, you will gain a better understanding of why these dimensions
make our science unique.

Instructional Activities
In this unit you will complete 4.7 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• B-01: Use the dimensions of applied behavior analysis to evaluate whether interventions are behavior analytic in nature.
• B-02: Review and interpret articles from the behavior-analytic literature.
• B-10: Conduct a component analysis to determine the effective components of an intervention package.
• F-02: Use token economies and other conditioned reinforcement systems.
• K-01: Provide for ongoing documentation of behavioral services.
• K-02: Identify the contingencies governing the behavior of those responsible for carrying out behavior-change procedures and design interventions

accordingly.
• K-07: Evaluate the effectiveness of the behavioral program.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to read the following:

• Chapter 7, "Analyzing Behavior Change: Basic Assumptions and Strategies," pages 158–175.

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Baer, D. M., Wolf, M. M., & Risley, T. R. (1987). Some still-current dimensions of applied behavior analysis. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis,
20(4), 313–327.

u03s1 - Learning Components

• Conduct a component analysis to determine the effective components of an intervention package.
• Use the dimensions of applied behavior analysis to evaluate whether interventions are behavior analytic in nature.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 3 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u03v1 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 3



u03d1 - Seven Defining Characteristics of ABA

u03q1 - Quiz 3

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

The seven defining characteristics of applied behavior analysis provide a foundation for the profession. For this discussion, post a substantive response
to the following:

• Explain the seven defining characteristics of ABA.
• Provide relevant examples of each of the seven dimensions.

Your post should be supported by relevant scholarly references.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your peers and respond to at least one. Compare and contrast the examples you have given to theirs. Support your feedback with
scholarly references.

Course Resources

u03d1 - Learning Components

• Explain the seven defining characteristics of ABA.
• Provide examples of each of the seven dimensions.

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competencies:

• Apply measurement, data display, and data-based decisions to effectively change human behavior.
• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.
• Apply comprehensive skills required for consultation, implementation, management, and supervision.

Please carefully read the following instructions before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.

Psychology Attributes and Evaluation of Discussion Contributions
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u03s2 - Optional CBA Learning Modules

Unit 4  Function-Based Interventions

u04s1 - Studies

• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed
without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quizzes.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next quiz attempt. The

average of your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• F02 Use Token Economies & Other Conditioned Reinforcement Systems
• K01 Provide for Ongoing Documentation of Behavioral Services
• K07 Evaluate the Effectiveness of the Behavioral Program

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction

Antecedent interventions are function-based interventions determined by behavior and its history. There are discriminative stimuli and motivating
operations that bring about behavior from past correlations. Reinforcement continues the behavior; nonreinforcement does not. The implications of
function-based interventions determine strategies that are then implemented and manipulated by behavior-analysis professionals. Functional
communication training to learn correct strategies for engaging clients is imperative in the field of applied behavior analysis.

Instructional Activities
In this unit you will complete 5.2 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• FK-39: Behavioral momentum.
• A-10: Design, plot, and interpret data using equal interval graphs.
• E-09: Arrange high-probability request sequences.
• F-07: Use functional communication training.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to read the following:

• Chapter 23, "Antecedent Interventions," pages 486–498.

Use the Capella library to read the following:



u04v1 - Measurement and Data Display

u04v2 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 4

u04a1 - Measurement, Data Display, and Data-Based Decisions

• Lipschultz, J. (2017). Recent research on the high‐probability instructional sequence: A brief review. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 50(2),
424–428.

• Wilder, D. A., Majdalany, L., Sturkie, L., & Smeltz, L. (2015). Further evaluation of the high-probability instructional sequence with and without
programmed reinforcement. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 48(3), 511–522.

u04s1 - Learning Components

• Use antecedent interventions.
• Use behavioral momentum.

Click the linked Measurement and Data Display title above to launch the media. In this activity, you will practice observing and collecting data and
determining the correct data display for the collected data.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u04v1 - Learning Components

• Select a measurement system to obtain representative data given the dimension of the behavior and logistics of observing and recording.
• Observe and collect data.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 4 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u04v2 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

This assignment is the second component of your Assessment, Intervention Support, and Related Systems project. Before proceeding with the
assignment, please review the activities in the Unit 1 studies to refresh your memory on the functions, dimensions, and procedures of measurement and
graphic display of behavioral data in applied behavior analysis.

Measurement and Data Display

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 4



u04a2 - Instructor Contact Session

For this assignment, you will be assessed on your understanding of the following course competencies:

• Apply measurement, data display, and data-based decisions to effectively change human behavior.
• Communicate in a manner that is scholarly and consistent with expectations for professionals in the field of psychology.

In your second project component, complete the following:

1. Measurement: Explain the process of measurement you will use to analyze your case study. In your explanation, take into consideration
environmental variables, available resources, and behavior of interest relevant to your case study. Remember, applied behavior analysts measure
behavior to answer questions about the existence and nature of functional relations between socially significant behavior and environmental
variables.

2. Data Display: Select an appropriate form of visual display of behavioral data (choose from line graphs, bar graphs, cumulative records, semi-
logarithmic charts, or scatterplots) from which valid and reliable decisions are best analyzed in your case study. Remember, the visual format you
select should depend on the type of raw data you collect from your case study and the primary purpose of its evaluation.

3. Data-Based Decisions: Justify how the selected form of data display will best allow you to make data-based decisions for your case study.
Remember, the primary function of graphic displays of behavioral data is to communicate quantitative relations. Take into consideration validity,
accuracy, and reliability of data.

How to Organize Your Paper
Use the following subheadings in your paper and format your subheadings in APA style.

1. Measurement.
2. Data Display.
3. Data-Based Decisions.

Additional Requirements
• Written communication: Should be free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: References and citations are formatted according to current APA style guidelines.
• Resources: At least 3–5 scholarly resources.
• Length: 5–6 double-spaced pages, excluding title page and list of references.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• SafeAssign: You are required to use SafeAssign before submitting the completed assignment to your instructor. Submit your work to SafeAssign
as a draft, review the results, and make any needed changes. When you are ready, submit your assignment to the assignment area for grading.

Refer to the Measurement, Data Display, and Data-Based Decisions Scoring Guide to ensure you understand the grading criteria for this assignment.
You should also review the course project information to ensure you have paid attention to all the project requirements.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

APA Style and Format

Capella University Library

SafeAssign



u04d1 - Antecedent Interventions

u04q1 - Quiz 4

u04s2 - Optional CBA Learning Modules

In this unit, you discuss antecedent interventions as an effective method for decreasing a behavior. Post a substantive response to the following:

• Explain the importance of identifying antecedents when modifying behavior.
• Then, explain how the identification of antecedents to target behaviors is used when designing an antecedent intervention.
• Finally, describe an example of an antecedent intervention that may be used to modify a behavior.

Be sure to support your reflection and observations with scholarly references, where applicable.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your peers and respond to at least one. Begin a discussion by providing a scholarly, properly cited response. The goal is to start an in-
depth online dialogue rather than merely provide your feedback in one post.

Course Resources

u04d1 - Learning Components

• Explain the importance of identifying antecedents when modifying behavior.
• Describe applications of antecedent interventions.

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competencies:

• Apply measurement, data display, and data-based decisions to effectively change human behavior.
• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.

Please read the following instructions carefully before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.
• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed

without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next quiz attempt. The

average of your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

Psychology Attributes and Evaluation of Discussion Contributions
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Unit 5  Applying Combined Methods of Behavior Change

u05s1 - Studies

u05v1 - Locating Common Themes in a Literature Review

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• E07 Behavioral Contrast Effects
• E08 Matching Law & Factors Influencing Choice
• E10 Premack Principle
• I06 Make Recommendations Regarding Behaviors that Must be Established, Maintained, Increased, or Decreased

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction

Unit 5 begins with the discussion of stimulus control and its relationship to the field of applied behavior analysis. You will revisit the term stimulus
equivalence from previous courses and will be exploring this concept further by discussing examples of practitioners' use of this strategy to teach new
skills. Generalized behavior change, its evaluation, and related planning techniques and modifying behavior interventions are covered. You will also use
guiding principles to promote generalized behavior change.

Instructional Activities
In this unit you will complete 5.2 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• J-11: Program for stimulus and response generalization.
• J-12: Program for maintenance.
• J-13: Select behavioral cusps as goals for intervention when appropriate.
• FK-35: Stimulus discrimination.
• FK-36: Response generalization.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to review the following:

• Chapter 17, "Stimulus Control," pages 392–409.
• Chapter 28, "Generalization and Maintenance of Behavior Change," pages 614–656.

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Speelman, R. C., Whiting, S. W., & Dixon, M. R. (2015). Using behavioral skills training and video rehearsal to teach blackjack skills. Journal of
Applied Behavior Analysis, 48(3), 632–642.

u05s1 - Learning Components

• Use stimulus discrimination training procedures.
• Program for response generalization.



u05v2 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 5

u05s2 - Assignment Preparation

u05a1 - Instructor Contact Session

Click the linked Locating Common Themes in a Literature Review title above to launch the media. In this activity, you will learn more about compiling
and writing a literature review. This activity will help you prepare for your literature review assignment due next week.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u05v1 - Learning Components

• Review and interpret articles from the behavior-analytic literature.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 5 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u05v2 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

To prepare for your assignment in Unit 6, use some of your time this week to find resources for your literature review. Remember that you must find and
evaluate 10–12 resources related to your case study. To help you with your research, the Capella University Library has prepared this Applied Behavior
Analysis (ABA) Research Guide. To better understand the requirements of a literature review, refer to What Is the Literature Review? on Campus.

Read the assignment description in Unit 6 to understand the expectations for this assignment. If you have questions, contact your instructor for
assistance as soon as possible.

u05s2 - Learning Components

• Review and interpret articles from the behavior-analytic literature.

Locating Common Themes in a Literature Review

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 5



u05d1 - Promoting Generalized Outcomes

u05q1 - Quiz 5

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

Your readings in your Applied Behavior Analysis text relate to stimulus generalization and response generalization. Post a substantive response to the
following:

• Discuss the difference between stimulus generalization and response generalization.
• Provide an example of stimulus generalization.
• Provide an example of response generalization.
• Explain why it is it important to have a strong foundation of this concept in the field of applied behavior analysis.

Be sure to support your reflection and observations with scholarly references, where applicable.

Response Guidelines
Review the posts of other learners and respond to at least one. Begin a discussion by providing a scholarly, properly cited response. The goal is to start
an in-depth online dialogue rather than merely provide your feedback in one post.

Course Resources

u05d1 - Learning Components

• Explain the differences between stimulus generalization and response generalization.
• Provide examples of the different basic forms of generalized behavior change.
• Explain the importance of stimulus generalization and response generalization in the field of applied behavior analysis.

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competencies:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.
• Apply comprehensive skills required for consultation, implementation, management, and supervision.

Please carefully read the following instructions before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.

Psychology Attributes and Evaluation of Discussion Contributions
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u05s3 - Optional CBA Learning Modules

Unit 6  Analyzing Changing Covert and Overt Behaviors

u06s1 - Studies

• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed
without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next quiz attempt. The

average of your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• J13 Select Behavioral Cusps as Goals for Intervention When Appropriate
• J01 State Intervention Goals in Observable & Measurable Terms

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction

The imitation process in behavior is determined by physical movements that are antecedent stimuli that evoke behavior. The similarity of an evoked
behavior must look the same and control the imitative behavior. The treatment of covert and overt behaviors uses echoics, imitation, and shaping. The
interruption of behavior chains and models is important, and different behavior-chaining procedures must be used to change behavior.

Instructional Activities
In Unit 6 you will complete 4.7 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• FK-39: Behavioral momentum.
• F-03: Use direct instruction.
• F-04: Use precision teaching.
• F-05: Use personal systems of instruction.
• D-04: Use modeling and imitation training.
• D-05: Use shaping.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to read the following:

• Chapter 18, "Imitation," pages 412–419.
• Chapter 19, "Shaping," pages 421–433.
• Chapter 20, "Chaining," pages 434–454.



u06v1 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 6

u06a1 - Literature Review

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Jerome, J., Frantino, E. P., & Sturmey, P. (2007). The effects of errorless learning and backward chaining on the acquisition of internet skills in
adults with developmental disabilities. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 40(1), 185–189.

u06s1 - Learning Components

• Define modeling and imitation training.
• Provide examples of how to shape behavior.
• Explain when the use of chaining is appropriate to change behavior.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 6 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u06v1 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

This assignment is the third component of your Assessment, Intervention Support, and Related Systems project. In Unit 4, you described the graphic
displays and measurement that will be used to make sense of the behavioral data available in your case study. Although measurement and graphic
displays can reveal whether, when, and how much behavior has changed, they alone cannot reveal what caused the behavior change.

This assignment will give you the chance to explore and uncover a wide range of theoretical underpinnings necessary for developing a more complete
understanding of the behavioral research that builds the foundational knowledge necessary to analyze ABA case studies and real-life scenarios. Please
refer to What Is the Literature Review? (linked in Resources) for a refresher on how to be a skilled researcher.

For this assignment, you will be assessed on your understanding of the following course competencies:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.
• Communicate in a manner that is scholarly and consistent with expectations for professionals in the field of psychology.

How to Organize Your Paper
Your paper will be divided in two parts. Use the following subheadings in your paper and format your subheadings in APA style.

Introduction.

In one paragraph, provide an overview of your research plan. At a minimum, it must restate the following from the Unit 2 assignment:

1. Behavioral challenge and outcome criteria identified.
2. Social significance of the target behavior and outcome criteria in your case study.

Theoretical Underpinnings.

This section (6–8 pages) will consist of your evaluation of the literature you compiled. In this evaluation, you will:

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 6



u06a2 - Instructor Contact Session

u06d1 - Imitation and Shaping

1. Identify relevant ABA concepts, principles, and methods for behavioral challenges in research.
2. Compare theoretical underpinnings of the chosen research related to the case study.
3. Evaluate research studies to distinguish purpose, benefits, strengths, and weaknesses in applied behavior analysis.

Additional Requirements
• Written communication: Should be free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: References and citations are formatted according to current APA style guidelines.
• Resources: At least 10–12 scholarly resources.
• Length: 8–10 double-spaced pages, excluding title page and list of references.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• SafeAssign: You are required to use SafeAssign before submitting the completed assignment to your instructor. Submit your work to SafeAssign
as a draft, review the results, and make any needed changes. When you are ready, submit your assignment to the assignment area for grading.

Refer to the Literature Review Scoring Guide to ensure you understand the grading criteria for this assignment. You should also review the course
project information to ensure you have paid attention to all the project requirements.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

This unit's readings explored the procedures of imitation and shaping as effective strategies for developing a new behavior. Post a substantive response
to the following questions:

• What do imitation and shaping have in common? What underlying behavioral principles do they share? How are they different?
• What is a skill that should be taught using imitation, but for which shaping would not be appropriate? What is a skill that should be taught using

shaping, but for which imitation would not be appropriate?

Be sure to support your reflection and observations with properly cited scholarly references where applicable.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your peers and respond to at least one. Begin a discussion by providing a scholarly, properly cited response. The goal is to start an in-
depth online dialogue rather than merely provide your feedback in one post.

APA Style and Format
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u06q1 - Quiz 6

u06s2 - Optional CBA Learning Module

Unit 7  Applied Behavior Analysis Interventions Across Professions

Course Resources

u06d1 - Learning Components

• Discriminate between imitation and shaping.
• Identify situations where shaping is most useful and situations where imitation is most useful.

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competency:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.

Please carefully read the following instructions before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.
• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed

without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next quiz attempt. The

average of your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• J02-J03 Identify Interventions Based on Assessment Results, Scientific Evidence, & Task Analysis
• J04-J07 Select Interventions Based on Client Preferences, Repertoires, Environmental Supports, & Constraints
• D04 Modeling & Imitation Training

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction
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u07s1 - Studies

u07v1 - Intervention Support Plan

u07v2 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 7

Applied behavior analysis provides services to assist with a variety of behavior needs. The field engages in operant and respondent conditions to aid
people at home and work, helping those with developmental disabilities or mental illness; assisting with education and special education; participating in
rehabilitation, community psychology, and clinical or counseling psychology facilities; providing guidance for business, industry, and human services;
helping people with self-management, child-behavior management, behavior prevention, sports performance, or health-related behaviors; and providing
gerontology-related services.

Instructional Activities
In this unit you will complete 5.2 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• K-03: Design and use competency-based training for persons who are responsible for carrying out behavioral assessment and behavior-change
procedures.

• K-04: Design and use effective performance monitoring and reinforcement systems.
• K-05: Design and use systems for monitoring procedural integrity.
• K-06: Provide supervision for behavior-change agents.
• K-07: Evaluate the effectiveness of the behavioral program.
• K-08: Establish support for behavior-analytic services from direct and indirect consumers.
• K-09: Secure the support of others to maintain the client's behavioral repertoires in their natural environment.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to read the following:

• Chapter 29, "Ethical Considerations for Applied Behavior Analysts," pages 657–678.

Use your Ethics for Behavior Analysts text to read the following:

• Chapter 8, "Assessing Behavior (Code 3.0)," pages 109–122.
• Chapter 10, "Behavior Analyst as Supervisors (Code 5.0)," pages 141–154.

Click the linked Intervention Support Plan title above to launch the media. In this activity, you will evaluate a simplified, sample intervention support
plan. This activity will help you prepare for your assignment due next week.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u07v1 - Learning Components

• Design an ABA intervention plan to address behavior change in problem situations.

Intervention Support Plan



u07a1 - Instructor Contact Session

u07d1 - Professional Competence

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 7 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u07v2 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

What are your goals as a future professional in applied behavior analysis? Where might you involve yourself? Consider the following categories:

• Continuing educational unit credits (CEUs).
• Conference attendance and presentation.
• Professional reading.
• Oversight and peer-review opportunities.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your peers and respond to at least one. Begin a discussion by posing questions and comparing and contrasting your post to another
learner's post. The goal is to start an in-depth online dialogue rather than merely provide your feedback in one post.

Course Resources

u07d1 - Learning Components

• Identify future professional goals.
• Explain different areas of the applied behavior analysis profession.

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 7

Psychology Attributes and Evaluation of Discussion Contributions



u07q1 - Quiz 7

u07s2 - Optional CBA Learning Module

Unit 8  Discriminating Between Educational Behavior Change Systems, Part 1

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competency:

• Apply comprehensive skills required for consultation, implementation, management, and supervision.

Please read the following instructions carefully before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.
• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed

without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next attempt. The average of

your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• K03-K04 Design & Use Competency-Based Training for Persons Carrying Out Behavioral Assessment & Behavior-Change Procedures
• K06 Provide Supervision for Behavior Change Agents

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction

A behavior change system involves many interventions. In settings such as schools, homes, and clinical locations, contracts are used to set up
interventions. A widely used procedure is the token economy, which consists of behaviors to be reinforced. The six token-economy steps are discussed
in this unit. It is important to consider how to begin the token-economy process and then implement, maintain, and evaluate it. The different types of
group contingencies are also discussed, as are considerations when implementing them.

Instructional Activities
In this unit you will complete 4.7 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• E-03: Use instructions and rules.
• E-04: Use contingency contracting.
• E-05: Use independent, interdependent, and dependent group contingencies.
• F-02: Use token economies and other conditioned reinforcement systems.

Learning Activities



u08s1 - Studies

u08v1 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 8

u08a1 - Intervention Support Plan

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to read the following:

• Chapter 26, "Contingency Contracting, Token Economy, and Group Contingencies," pages 550–574.

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Kurti, A. N., & Dallery, J. (2013). Internet-based contingency management increases walking in sedentary adults. Journal of Applied Behavior
Analysis, 46(3), 568–581.

u08s1 - Learning Components

• Explain the components of a contingency contract, a token economy, and a group contingency.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 8 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u08v1 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

This assignment is the fourth component of your Assessment, Intervention Support, and Related Systems project. In Unit 6, you uncovered a wide range
of scholarly works necessary for developing a strategic approach that entails multiple principles and tactics for changing behavior. In this project
component, you will create an intervention support plan for the behavior change of the subjects in your case study. As stated in the course project
description, if your chosen case study or real-life scenario has more than one behavior of interest, you must prioritize them for intervention.

For this assignment, you will be assessed on your understanding of the following course competencies:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.
• Apply comprehensive skills required for consultation, implementation, management, and supervision.
• Communicate in a manner that is scholarly and consistent with expectations for professionals in the field of psychology.

How to Organize Your Paper
Use the following subheadings (formatted in APA style) to label the three main sections of your paper:

Intervention Support Plan.

Apply behavioral assessment methods for the consideration and selection of intervention outcomes and strategies for the target behavior in your case
study. You will exercise your clinical writing skills to create a detailed behavior intervention plan including the following:

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 8



u08a2 - Instructor Contact Session

• Operational Definitions and Functions of Identified Target Behaviors. For this section, summarize all results of the assessment portion.
Prioritize and define the behaviors to be targeted, and list the functions of each of those behaviors.

• Antecedent Procedures. Based on the results of the FBA, describe the antecedent procedures you recommend to prevent the behavior from
occurring. Be sure to cite the research justifying your use of these procedures.

• Replacement Procedure. Based on the functions of behavior, describe the replacement behaviors you would like to address as well as your plan
for how they would be taught and reinforced. Be sure to cite the research justifying your use of these procedures.

• Consequential Procedures. Based on the results of the FBA, describe how you would want others (therapist, teacher, or caregiver) to respond if
the behavior occurs. Describe how to arrange the environment such that others will respond accordingly.

• Short-Term Goals. Describe behavioral goals for the client to be achieved with three months of service. Be sure to cite the research justifying
these goals.

• Long-Term Goals. Describe the ultimate goals of the intervention. Describe the discharge criteria for the recommended ABA services. Be sure to
cite the research justifying these goals.

• Generalization and Maintenance Procedures. Describe your recommended plan to generalize the skills learned in this treatment plan. Describe
your recommended plan to withdraw any treatment components while maintaining low rates of challenging behavior. Be sure to cite the research
justifying your use of these procedures.

Monitoring Systems Support for Behavior.

Present your design for effective performance monitoring and reinforcement systems for your chosen case study.

Implementation of ABA Techniques.

Discuss the research that supports your decision for the implementation of intervention strategies here. Reference the literature gathered in previous
units to help you create an empirically valid intervention plan.

Additional Requirements
• Written communication: Should be free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: References and citations are formatted according to current APA style guidelines.
• Resources: At least 5–6 scholarly resources.
• Length: 3–5 double-spaced pages, excluding title page and list of references.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• SafeAssign: You are required to use SafeAssign before submitting the completed assignment to your instructor. Submit your work to SafeAssign
as a draft, review the results, and make any needed changes. When you are ready, submit your assignment to the assignment area for grading.

Read the Intervention Support Plan Scoring Guide to ensure you understand the grading criteria for this assignment. You should also review the course
project information to ensure you understand all project requirements. Refer to the helpful Campus links in Resources as you complete your assignment.

Course Resources

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.

APA Style and Format

Capella University Library

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) Research Guide

SafeAssign



u08d1 - Contingencies and Token Economy

u08q1 - Quiz 8

• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

Contingency contracting, token economy, and group contingencies are additional procedures that can be used to promote behavior change. Post a
substantive response to the following:

• Identify a behavior that you would like to change in your personal or professional life.
• Choose one of these behavior-change systems (contingency contracting, token economy, or group contingencies) to help make that behavior

change.
• Explain your rationale for choosing that system and how you would design it.

Be sure to support your reflection and observations with scholarly references where applicable.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your peers and respond to at least one. Begin a discussion by providing a scholarly, properly cited response. The goal is to start an in-
depth online dialogue rather than merely provide your feedback in one post.

Course Resources

u08d1 - Learning Components

• Explain the components of a contingency contract, a token economy, and a group contingency.
• Identify a behavior change system that is appropriate to a particular situation.

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competency:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.

Please read the following instructions carefully before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.
• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed

without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next attempt. The average of

your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

Psychology Attributes and Evaluation of Discussion Contributions

APA Style and Format
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u08s2 - Optional CBA Learning Modules

Unit 9  Discriminating Between Educational Behavior Change Systems, Part 2

u09s1 - Studies

u09v1 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 9

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• E3 Instructions & Rules
• E4 Contingency Contracting
• E5 Group Contingencies

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction

This unit studies the evaluation of self-management in applied behavior analysis. The advantages and benefits and specific types of self-management
strategies are discussed. Further, we compare the various derivatives of self-monitoring and self-administered consequences and address a plan for
conducting an effective self-management program and its guidelines for use. Other self-management processes that are important to consider include
self-instruction, systematic desensitization, and habit reversal.

Instructional Activities
In this unit you will complete 4.7 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• F-01: Use self-management strategies.
• G-08: Identify and make environmental changes that reduce the need for behavior analysis.

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to read the following:

• Chapter 27, "Self-Management," pages 575–612.

Use the Capella library to read the following:

• Fritz, J. N., Iwata, B. A., Rolider, N. U., Camp, E. M., & Neidert, P. L. (2012). Analysis of self-recording in self-management interventions for
stereotypy. Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis, 45(1), 55–68.

u09s1 - Learning Components

• Develop a self-management program.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 9 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.



u09a1 - Caregiver Quick Reference Guide

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u09v1 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

This assignment requires you to pull together the work you did for the Units 2, 4, 6, and 8 assignments. The objective is to fully synthesize the material in
layman’s terms so a caregiver or significant other could grasp it readily and use it as a quick reference guide. Your successful completion of the
assignment will reflect your ability to condense all of the material that you have compiled for the course project to one or two pages.

Using the literature you have gathered and formative feedback received from your instructor, create your final assignment, in which you:

1. Define the target behavior to be prioritized for intervention.
2. Identify the social significance of the target behavior.
3. Apply measurement, data display (graphing), and data-based decision-making skills to make changes in human behavior.
4. Describe assessment results and interventions in language appropriate for caregivers and significant others.
5. Evaluate key ABA concepts, principles, and methods to analyze and change target behaviors from research.
6. Design function-based interventions that address response effort, practitioner skills, contextual fit, practicality, treatment acceptability, and

administrative support.

Use the following subheadings to organize your paper and format them in APA style:

1. Target Behavior.
2. Measurement & Visual Display.
3. Research.
4. Intervention.

Additional Requirements
• Written communication: Should be free of errors that detract from the overall message.
• APA formatting: References and citations are formatted according to current APA style guidelines.
• Resources: At least 3 scholarly resources.
• Length: 1–2 double-spaced pages, excluding title page and list of references.
• Font and font size: Times New Roman, 12 point.
• SafeAssign: You are required to use SafeAssign before submitting the completed assignment to your instructor. Submit your work to SafeAssign
as a draft, review the results, and make any needed changes. When you are ready, submit your assignment to the assignment area for grading.

Read the Quick Reference Guide for Caregivers Scoring Guide to ensure you understand the grading criteria for this assignment, and refer to the helpful
links in Resources as you complete your assignment.

Portfolio Prompt: You may choose to save this learning activity to your ePortfolio.

Course Resources

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 9

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) Research Guide

Capella University Library

APA Style and Format

ePortfolio



u09a2 - Instructor Contact Session

u09d1 - Self-Management Program

u09q1 - Quiz 9

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

Best practices related to creating a self-management program are covered in Chapter 27 of your Applied Behavior Analysis text. Consider these
practices and post a substantive response to the following:

• Develop a self-management program related to your current profession.
• Explain the tactics and follow-through.
• Explain the benefits of implementing a self-management program.

Your post should be supported with properly cited scholarly references.

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of your peers and respond to at least one. Consider the self-management program of that learner. What did he or she do well? What
might be enhanced? Cite scholarly references to support your feedback.

Course Resources

u09d1 - Learning Components

• Develop a self-management program.
• Explain the tactics involved in a self-management program.
• Explain the advantages and benefits of implementing a self-management program.

SafeAssign

Psychology Attributes and Evaluation of Discussion Contributions

Applied Behavior Analysis (ABA) Research Guide

APA Style and Format
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u09s2 - Optional CBA Learning Modules

Unit 10  Consultation, Implementation, Management, and Supervision

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competencies:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.
• Apply comprehensive skills required for consultation, implementation, management, and supervision.

Please read the following instructions carefully before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Sunday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.
• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed

without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next attempt. The average of

your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• F01 Use Self-Management Strategies
• G04 Explain Behavioral Concepts Using Nontechnical Language
• G06 Provide Behavior-Analytic Services in Collaboration With Others Who Support and/or Provide Services to One’s Clients
• G07-G08 Practice Within Competence, Obtain Support as Needed, Make Environmental Changes that Reduce Need for ABA Services

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.

Introduction

In this unit, you will be exploring punishment. With the use of some punishment procedures, including extinction, response blocking, reprimands, and
response cost, unwanted effects are possible. Some ethical considerations when implementing punishment procedures will be discussed throughout Unit
10.

Instructional Activities
In this unit you will complete 4.7 hours of instructional activities through your participation in ICS, a quiz, and formative multimedia activities. The
BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) elements that will be covered during these activities include:

• C-01: State and plan for the possible unwanted effects of reinforcement.
• C-02: State and plan for the possible unwanted effects of punishment.
• C-03: State and plan for the possible unwanted effects of extinction.
• F-01: Use self-management strategies.
• F-02: Use token economies and other conditioned-reinforcement systems.
• F-06: Use incidental teaching.
• F-07: Use functional communication training.
• F-08: Use augmentative communication systems.



u10s1 - Studies

u10v1 - ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 10

u10a1 - Instructor Contact Session

u10d1 - Potential Side Effects of Punishment

Learning Activities

Readings
Use your Applied Behavior Analysis text to complete the following:

• Chapter 14, "Punishment by Stimulus Presentation," pages 326–355.
• Chapter 21, "Extinction," pages 456–468.

u10s1 - Learning Components

• Explain the possible unwanted effects of punishment.
• Explain the possible unwanted effects of extinction.

BACB emphasizes the need to be able to define and provide examples of the terminology common to the profession.

• Click the linked ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 10 title above to launch the media and master your knowledge of the terms used in this unit.

Note: This media piece is included in your required instructional activities. Although you will not receive a grade for this activity, you must complete it to
pass the course. You are required to answer each question correctly to receive credit for completing this activity.

Follow the practices in the ABA Media Best Practices Guide [DOCX] to have the best possible experience with the media and to ensure that you get
credit for this activity.

Course Resources

u10v1 - Learning Components

• Define common terms used in the field of applied behavior analysis.

In this two-hour session, your instructor talks about specific topics related to applied behavior analysis. Listen to the lecture, then participate in the
session by responding to any active student responding (ASR) questions through polls, participating in small breakout groups, and engaging in
discussions with your peers and instructor in the chat area.

Instructor contact sessions are not graded, but you must attend and participate in seven out of 10 of these sessions to pass the course. Participation is
defined as:

• Attending instructor contact sessions by phone or Zoom.
• Actively providing spoken or written input during instructor contact sessions.
• Responding to most of the ASRs through polls in Zoom.

Various side effects and problems may result from the implementation of a punishment procedure.

ABA Terminology Flashcards - Unit 10



u10q1 - Quiz 10

u10s2 - Optional CBA Learning Modules

• How would you describe these adverse effects?
• What are the inherent challenges of implementing punishment interventions?
• Why is it important to always consider reinforcement-based procedures first?

Response Guidelines
Read the posts of other learners and respond to at least one. Begin a discussion by providing a scholarly, cited response. The goal is to start an in-depth
online dialogue rather than merely provide your feedback in one post.

Course Resources

u10d1 - Learning Components

• Describe the possible negative side effects of a punishment procedure.
• Describe the benefits and disadvantages of punishment procedures and reinforcement based procedures.

This quiz covers elements from the BCBA/BCaBA Task List (4th ed.) in this unit. This quiz will help you and your instructor assess your learning gains
and mastery of the relevant learning objectives and the following course competencies:

• Evaluate ABA assessment and interventions strategies to change socially significant behavior.
• Apply comprehensive skills required for consultation, implementation, management, and supervision.

Please carefully read the following instructions before beginning the quiz:

• You must complete and submit the quiz by Friday at 11:59 p.m. Central time.
• Do not start the quiz until you are fully prepared to complete it (that is, all unit study activities must be completed). The quiz must be completed

without referring to reading materials, study aids (for example, flash cards), or notes. A dictionary is permitted to check spelling; however, a
glossary is not permitted. Contact with other learners or any informant during a quiz is expressly prohibited.

• There is no time limit for this or any other courseroom quiz.
• You may take this quiz up to three times. If you have any incorrect answers, you can study related content before the next attempt. The average of

your scores will be recorded as your grade.

Click the linked quiz title to access the quiz. If you have any issues with the quiz, contact your instructor.

The recommended CBA Learning Modules for this unit are:

• F07 Use Functional Communication Training
• E13 Matching-to-Sample
• I03-I04 Design & Implement the Full Range of Individualized & Functional Assessment Procedures

Note: Because the software is provided by Behavior Development Solutions (BDS), a company external to Capella, Capella tech support cannot answer
questions about the CBA Learning Modules v8; you will need to contact BDS’s tech support directly using one of these options:

• Email: support@behaviordevelopmentsolutions.com.
• Phone: Toll-free 866-8behave (866-823-4283) or 203-527-8531.
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